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Excerpt from The Assembly of Gods: Or
the Accord of Reason and Sensuality in the
Fear of DeathThis edition of Lydgates
Assembly of Gods serves a double
purpose. It is, first, a study in literature
conducted at The University of Chicago, a
part of the work having been first offered
in candidacy for the degree of Doctor of
Philosophy; it is, second, a study of an
English text undertaken for the Early
English Text Society of London. The two
institutions are associated in the
publication.The critical and linguistic parts
of the work and the notes are as accurate
and comprehensive as I am able to make
them with the materials at hand. The
hardihood of venturing to work upon
ancient and foreign matters in a land that
has no past at its back, that neither
possesses antiquarian materials nor
engenders antiquarian enthusiasms, will be
appreciated by those who, like myself,
have made the endeavor without what one
may call a traditional training for the
event.The literary discussion of the
Introduction maintains the general interest
that any work of literature is wont to
arouse. This portion represents the reaction
which the poem made upon my mind with
its own knowledge of medieval life and art.
While this part is necessarily somewhat
pedantic I have tried to maintain my
natural interest in literature as an exponent
of life, as the expression of the
imagination. The study of Allegory is a
selection and condensation of materials
that I have gathered for an extended history
of Allegory.Every one who works in
Lydgate will find himself indebted at every
turn to the investigations of Dr. Schick,
now of Heidelberg, who edited the Temple
of Glas - indebted not only for matters of
fact but also for judgments of critical and
literary insight. Workers in the same field
will bear witness to the value of the edition
of Lydgate and Burghs Secrees of Old
Philisoffres by Mr. Robert Steele, of
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London. For the facts relating to Lydgates
life and works, reference may be made to
the very accurate and complete article on
Lydgate by Mr. Sidney Lee in the
Dictionary of National Biography.About
the PublisherForgotten Books publishes
hundreds of thousands of rare and classic
books.
Find
more
at
www.forgottenbooks.comThis book is a
reproduction of an important historical
work. Forgotten Books uses state-of-the-art
technology to digitally reconstruct the
work, preserving the original format whilst
repairing imperfections present in the aged
copy. In rare cases, an imperfection in the
original, such as a blemish or missing page,
may be replicated in our edition. We do,
however, repair the vast majority of
imperfections
successfully;
any
imperfections that remain are intentionally
left to preserve the state of such historical
works.
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